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Professionally, I grew up in some major Dutch offices in the 1990’s, like UNStudio, Mecanoo
and KCAP. In 1998 I founded Möhn + Bouman Architects together with Andrea Möhn.
Over the years we have been able to realize a range of projects, many of them published, both
in architecture as in urbanism.
In addition to my work in practice I have been teaching in various schools since 1998 - often at
the Amsterdam Academy of Architecture but also, among others, at the Delft University of Technology. I have a strong international orientation, leading to frequent teaching assignments, workshops, juries and lectures in various countries.
At the end of 2017 I decided that I need to move on, seek further challenges and above all
share my knowledge.
In doing so, I hope to offer valuable contributions to ambitious offices, combined with teaching.

Architecture (and urban- and landscape design) is highly interdisciplinary and therefor
requires a holistic approach. We have to deal with context, politics, social matters, technical and
financial issues, and many more. Incorporating all those factors in an proper way while still leaving
room for a artistic, personal (subjective) vision is one of the most challenging and enriching
aspects of our profession.
This is reflected in my work and teaching. My background in both architecture and urban design
helps me to pay a lot of attention to the transition between various scale levels of design.
On many occasions I work with artists; on other moments with residents or activists.
It is all complementary; US artist Theaster Gates for example combines art with activism, without
compromising any.

I strongly believe in an architecture of the senses.
It is one of the key themes in both my work and teaching.
In doing so I combine an artistic approach with attention for
real-world issues like budget and technology. If you consider
architecture a physical phenomenon you rather want it built!
Over the years I have made facades from all kinds of
materials such as thatch, rubber, polymere-concrete, translucent plastic, corten steel and chestnut fencing combined with
digitally printed glass. It has all beïng built because we could
convince cliënts with thorough technical research and
kept the budget.
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2020-			

lecturer / researcher Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences

2021-2022		

free-lance urban designer City Planning Department, Utrecht

2019-2021		

free-lance urban designer for Mei architects and planners

2018			

free-lance architect and urban designer for Dok Architects, Amsterdam

2018			

b-au / bouman architecture urbanism

2018			

Jury member competition Kaira Looro, Senegal

2017			

Lectures and Workshop ITÜ Istanbul

2017			

Jury member competition Sacred Architecture, Senegal

2017			

teaching assignment HTW Saar summer-semester

2016			

2. Prize invited Urban Design competition Masterplan University Clinic, Münster

2016			

visiting Professor Workshop Kaira Looro Senegal, Catania, Italy

2014			

visiting Professor Workshop Mascali, Italy

2009-2014		

External Examiner, Oxford, Joint Centre Urban Design, Brookes University

2006			

Jury member Bauhaus Award 2006, Bauhaus Foundation Dessau

2006			

teaching assignent workshop Nagele, Rotterdam Academy of Architecture

2004			

Organisation Workshop Power_Napping, Rotterdam, Universität Stuttgart

2003			

guest critic Universität Stuttgart

since 2001		

Guest teacher, Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
studio teacher, examiner, diploma tutor
(http://www.ahk.nl/en/architecture)

1999-2001		

urban designer part-time for city of Emmen / Revitalization City Centre

1998-2001		

guest teacher Delft University of Technology / urban design and building technology

1998-2018		

Möhn + Bouman Architects B.V.
office for architecture and urban planning with Andrea Möhn in Rotterdam

1997			

Starter Grant Foundation for the Visual Arts, Design and Architecture

1997 - 1998		

free-lance architect @ Kees Christiaanse / KCAP, Rotterdam

1995 - 1997		

assistant architect @ Mecanoo Architects, Delft

1992 - 1995		

assistant architect @ UN-Studio, Amsterdam

1994			

6th Semester Project awarded with Iktinos-Award Maaskant Foundation @ Rotterdam Academy

1991 - 1996		

Master Architecture@ Academy of Architecture, Rotterdam (http://ravb.nl/english)
Diploma in Architecture / speciality : Urban Design
Graduation project awarded with the Leliman Stipendium (NAi)
Graduation project included in exhibition Netherlands Architecture Institute (NAi)

1988 - 1991		

Bachelor in Utrecht / Institute for Architecture

1985 - 1992

working in several architecture and urban planning offices

1984			

education building technology

1983

first job as land surveyor

1979-1983		

education in civil engineering

12-03-1963

born in Dordrecht, NL

PORTFOLIO | TEACHING
DELFT UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY - BA AND MASTER
1998 - 1999		

Blok 4		
department of Building technology
assignment
Architecture and construction, 2nd Semester, Bachelor
function		studio teacher

1998 - 1999		

Blok 5		
department of Building technology
assignment
Architectue and technology, 2nd Semester, Bachelor
function		studio teacher

2000			

Blok 10		department of Architecture
assignment
urban block 4th semester, Bachelor
function		studio teacher

1999 - 2001		

Module AS
assignment
function		

department of Urban Design
focussing on the transition between scales
analysis residential district / design park pavillion, Master
studio teacher

ACADEMY OF ARCHITECTURE AMSTERDAM - MASTER
all assignments are held in English unless stated otherwise, list is a selection
2004

P4
an artist’s colony in Prora
assignment
public building, 4th semester
function		assignment / tutor

2005			

P4		
highway service station, Ruhr Area, Germany			
assignment
public building, 4th semester
function		assignment / tutor
Interdisciplinary Project Architecture / Urban Design / Landscape architecture
Englisch / German
language

2006			

P6		
assignment
function		
language

2010			

2012			

2013			

Charleroi - Intervetions in a Shrinking City		
research and design 6th semester
assignment / coördination / tutor
collaboration with École de la Cambre, Brüssel
Englisch / French

P4		
Hotel of the Senses
assignment
public building 4th semester
function		assignment / tutor
Englisch / French
language
P6		
Leipzig - Shrink - Service		
assignment
research and design 6th semester
function		assignment / tutor
Englisch / German
language
P6		Rivierstaete, the Amsterdam Giant		
assignment
research and design 6th semester
function		
assignment / coördination / tutor
Interdisciplinary project, part of Centre of Expertise
Amsterdam University of the Arts

2017 / 2019		

P3a		
Urban Ensemble
assignment
interdisciplinary project architecture / urbanism
function		assignment / tutor

2019			

P6		
coöperation
assignment
function		

2022			

P2b		Rewetting Peatlands
coöperation
Province of Noord-Holland
assignment
Interdisciplinary project Architecture and Landscape all first year students
function		
coördinator / initiator theme and coöperation with Province
assignment and tutor of one out of 6 groups

2010 - now		

function		

Transformation elderly home Drie Hoven, Herman Herzberger
Veldacademy
research and design 6th semester
assignment / coördination / tutor

examiner 2nd, 3rd and diploma studios

OXFORD BROOKES UNIVERSITY
2010 - 2014		

External Examiner Joint Centre Urban Design, Oxford Brookes University, UK

The Joint Centre offers an extremely intensive one-year international masterprogram with a vibrant athmosphere, open for
bachelor students of various disciplines. As an external exminer it was my task to access student works and their markings
at the end of each semester and to discuss my findings in Oxford with professors, teachers and students. In conjunction with
my role I was also able to be a -humble- part in discussions about teaching and curriculum.
The interdisciplinary and international character of the program offers a very enriching experience for students and teachers.

0,4 FTE

@ AMSTERDAM UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES - BA

2020-now		

function		
teacher / researcher
role		teaching units and studios
coördinator curriculum development 2nd year (partial)
development various assignments and programs

2021-now		

general		

representing department in Faculty Curriculum Comission

2021-now		

general		

involvement in further development of program

GUEST TEACHER UNIVERSITY APPLIED SCIENCES, SAARBRÜCKEN
all assignments

held in English and German

2017			

course		Sensory Architecture
assignment
lectures and workshops master program
function		assignment / teacher

2017			

course		Working Off-Place
assignment
lectures and workshops master program
function		assignment / teacher

OTHER TEACHING I LECTURES
1998 - now		

frequent lectures, juries, workshops

short overview of teaching experience
1998 - 2001
		
		
2010 - 2014
		
		
		
2001 - 		
2001 - 		
		
		
		
		
2017		
2020-		
		

Delft University of Technology
guest teacher Architecture, Urban Design
and Building Technology
Joint Centre Urban Design, Interdisciplanary
Master Program School of the Built Environment,
Brookes University, Oxford.
Work as External Examiner, Lectures, Excursions
regular international activities, lectures, workshops
Academy of Architecture Amsterdam
master in Architecture, Urban Design and Lands
cape Architecture as part of the Amsterdam
University of the Arts.
Work as guest teacher, examiner, diploma tutor
Guest Teacher HTW Saar, Saarbrücken
Lecturer / Researcher
Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences

AN OPEN ATTITUDE | TEACHING

open minded research and analyse = design

hands on

Both in my work as in my teaching I allways start off with an intense
search to the specific qualities of a site. Abnormality is not fought
against but carefully studied and often channeled into a useful quality.
All conditions, physical and non-physical, are studied intensive.

I strongly believe in an architecture that combines an artistic approach
with attention to real-world issues like budget and technology. If you
consider architecture a physical phenomenon you rather want it built!
In our office we have made facades from all kinds of materials such
as thatch, rubber, polymere-concrete, translucent plastic, corten steel
and chestnut fencing combined with digitally printed glass.
It has all beïng built because we could convince cliënts with thorough
technical research and kept the budget.
As teacher I opt for a hands-on approach. Since 2001 I am teaching
at the Academy of Architecture in Amsterdam, where there is plenty
of room for such an approach.

In doïng so, we don’t value nor try to categorize in types or chiches.
That does not imply a cynical approach without morallistic dimensions. It rather aims to be positive and optimistic. I might be best
compared with the positive and personalistic attitude that the late
neurologist Oliver Sacks developed towards his patients,
When the analytic and research part is over the challenge is to sort
and priorize and basically symplify the overdose on information in
such a manner that it can be translated into a spatial design.
I consider this stage very important to make sure that the design
adresses the proper issues, is deeply rooted and provides sitespecific solutions rather than generic ones.
In order to train students in this method I frequently run little workshops. One of them is to ask the students to design a telephone booth
on a site with very clearly defined and often extreme conditions.
I then ask them to do thorough research of the conditions and draw
conclusions leading to a, mostly highly origional, design.

Extreme site conditions for a workshop designing phone-boots :
Mount Washington, nature reserve, Everest South Col and a famousconcert hall.
Turning poison into medicine, the Treatise on the Great Perfection of
Wisdom, Nagarjuna, 13th Century
stimulating conditions
For me, creating stimulating conditions is an essential aspect of
teaching. We have extensive site visits, sometimes even spending
the night and in some cases work and / or present on site.
On key moments within the time schedule workshops are planned,
guests invited or 1-minute presentations being held. On some occasions I asked students to swap plans for a week, a funny but often
effective way to provoke fresh views.
It all contributes to a deeper understanding of the context, the assignment and local conditions. But just as important, it creates an
atmosphere of intensity, commitment and fun, stimulating students to
work harder, be more curious and eager to learn.
For a project in the Prora Building on Rugen, Germany, we slept in
the building in winter and conducted a workshop about the definition
of “1 m2 home” This made the students realise that the building is just
an empty shell, a 3d urban context waiting to be filled with objects.

At the Academy I was one of the diploma Tutors of a student who
actually built his own diploma-project as a research. The project was
awarded with the Archiprix 2007 for best Dutch diploma-project.
an interdisciplanary approach
Architecture (and urban- and landscape design) is highly interdisciplinary and therefor requires a holistic approach. We have to deal with
context, politics, social matters, technical and financial issues, and
many more. Incorporating all those factors in an proper way while still
leaving room for a artistic, personal (subjective) vision is one of the
most challenging and enriching aspects of our profession.
This is reflected in my work and teaching. My background in both
architecture and urban design helps me to pay a lot of attention to the
transition between various scale levels of design.
On many occasions I work with artists; on other moments with residents or activists. It is all complementary; US artist Theaster Gates
for example combines art with activism, without compromising any.
My work and my teaching are characterized by an international orientation. I mostly teach in English and I have frequent teaching assignments and contacts in various countries.

In 2013 I was responsible for assignment, coördination and teaching
of a highly interdisciplinary project, involving local governement, owners and external experts of various disciplines. Theme was the transformation of an existing, quite controversial building along witn reversal of its current negative impact on the environment. We worked in
a studio on site and ended the project by organizing a public event.
The 2010 design studio Hotel of the Senses explored the way artists
like Kapoor, Turrell and Eliasson manipulate our sensory experiences
and researched its application in architecture. We started off by visiting a large art institute with part of our senses blocked.

Architecture (and urban- and landscape design) is the art or practice
to design physical environments. Placing this physical reality at the
heart of the matter I imagine it being surrounded a by “ring of representation” in which design, analysis, research and reflection are
seamlessly connected, emphasizing the interdisciplanary nature of
the profession.
In this vision theory and design are no counterparts but complementary, They all share the need for proper representation of the physical
world in order to reflect, communicate, and compare.
A design process without proper analysis and reflection is inevitably
problematic. Research and analysis without proper representation relating it to the physical reality is just as pointless.
In my teaching I pay a lot of attention to this aspect. By blurring the
bounderies between design and theory students are motivated to produce research that makes sense rather than “ticking boxes”.

RESEARCH AND ANALYSING | TEACHING

a ring of representation

Riverside Houses

Architecture (and urban- and landscape design) is the art or practice to design physical environments. Placing this physical reality at
the heart of the matter I imagine it being surrounded by a “ring of
representation” in which design, analysis, research are seamlessly
connected, emphasizing the interdisciplanary nature of our work.
In this vision theory and design are no counterparts but complementary, They all share the need for proper representation of the physical
world in order to reflect, communicate, and compare. By blurring the
bounderies between design and theory students are motivated to produce research that makes sense rather than “ticking boxes”.
In connecting theory, research and design, I consider the method of
inquiry by design a very valuable tool, a key component within an
iterative working process.
Ürban design analysis

2001

guest teacher at 		
: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
sssignment		
: urban design analysis, 3rd semester
function			: coördination
			
assignment, studio teacher
in coöperation with
: Minke Themans, grafic designer
In 2001 I was asked by the Academy to newly structurize a course
in urban analysis for 3rd semester architecture students. Theme is
analysis and representation of urban residential districts.
The course lasts 16 weeks and is attended by two groups of students each year. It is important to formulate this compulsory course
in such a way that the students experience it as relevant, motivating
and charismatic.
In my vision theory and design are no counterparts but complementary - they all share the need for proper representation of the physical
world in order to reflect, communicate, and compare.
The assignment was based on this vision and has been held, with
minor changes, several years in a row since then.
The course focussed on three case-studies, each being a relative
unknown and sparsly documented city district. On each case, two
groups of students were working in opposite ways. One group was
called “planners” and the other “critics.”
The “planners” were not allowed to visit the area nor were they allowed to collect information on the built result. Instead, they had to
study the underlying ideas and then present the plan as if they were
the designers.
In the same time the “critics” were not allowed to do so, instead they
had to analyse in a “bottom-up” manner and spend at least one night
in the area.
The final result was two presentations for each area, using opposite
methods and therfor producing a fascinating confrontation between
theory and practice.

reflection

design

matter
analysis

research

guest teacher at 		
assignment		
function			
other tutors		
			

2013
: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
: diploma project Simon Christiaanse
: tutor design, assignment and method
: Ira Koers
Chris Scheen

In the academic year 2012-2013 I was diploma-tutor of an “inquiry by
design” graduation project at the Academy.
The project aimed to research the possibility of designing a house,
fully taylored to fit the needs of a particular resident, entirely by the
introduction of carefully designed objects in an undefined space.
Before the start of the project, much attention was payed to a proper
formulation of the methodology. With a research-based assignment
it is essential to clearly define which factors are fixed and which are
not - the process has to be controllable in order to produce proper
results, but should leave enough room for experiments.
As a method a series of more-or-less generic spaces were chosen,
found as “objects trouvées” along the river Eem near the city of
Utrecht. Next step was the definition of a series of future residents,
their wishes and needs, based on interviews with test persons.
One could argue about the viability of a method with two variable
parameters, and as tutors we certainly did, but finally we agreed since
it enabled a deeper research.
The process that followed was intense and required lots of effords to
stay organized, but the final result was fully rewarding.
A fascinating series of designs was produced, three of which were
worked out to the level of materials and details, each one using another
space and resident, and all beautifully presented in a systematic and
thus comparable manner.
Working Off - Place

2017

guest teacher at 		
: University of Applied Sciences,
			 Saarbrücken
assignment		
: lectures, workshops master course
function			
: assignment, studio teacher
in coöperation with
: Hein van Dongen, philosopher
			
		
This course provides a theoretical base for a design studio about new
working environments. As the playground-like offices of Google and
the likes clearly show, we are facing a new definition of office work.
Our research is based on 2 factors. The first one is the “state of mind”,
as neuroscientist Daniel Levitin describes: “stay on task mode” vs
“mind wandering state”. The other parameter is “meeting”, divided
in the exchange of information and social contacts. These factors
and their (possible) relations are being investigated via literature,
references, skype interviews and well documented experiments.

Architecture (and urban- and landscape design) is highly interdisciplinary and therefor requires a holistic approach. We have to deal with
context, politics, social matters, technical and financial issues, and
many more. Incorporating all those factors in an proper way while still
leaving room for a artistic, personal (subjective) vision is one of the
most challenging and enriching aspects of our profession.

INTERDISCIPLINARY / INTERNATIONAL | TEACHING

This is reflected in my work and teaching. My background in both
architecture and urban design helps me to pay a lot of attention to the
transition between various scale levels of design.
On many occasions I work with artists; on other moments with residents or activists. It is all complementary; US artist Theaster Gates
for example combines art with activism, without compromising any.
My work and my teaching are characterized by an international orientation. I mostly teach in English and I have frequent teaching assignments and contacts in various countries.
Interdisciplinary and international
external examiner at
			

The Amsterdam Giant

2010 - 2014 - ongoing

2013

guest teacher at 		
: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
assignment		
: research and design 6th semester
role			: coördination			
function		
assignment, studio teacher
			
gaining support and funding
teaching context 		
: Centre of Expertise AHK
initiated by		
: Jarrik Ouburg, head of architecture
in coöperation with
: Reinwardacademie AHK
			
Stadsdeel Zuid
			
Pronam Investments
			
Dienst Monumenten Amsterdam
			
Rijksdienst Cultureel Erfgoed
			 Failed Architecture
			
Michelle Provoost

: Oxford Brookes University
Joint Centre Urban Design

The Joint Centre offers an extremely intensive one-year international
master program, open for bachelor students of various disciplines.
As an external examiner it was my task to access student works and
their markings at the end of each semester and to discuss my findings
in Oxford with professors, teachers and students.
The interdisciplinary and international character of the program offers
a very enriching experience, both for students as for teachers.
Although my term as an examiner has ended, Oxford Brookes still
holds a special place in my teaching experience. I was impressed by
the vibrant atmosphere and the enthousiast teachers. Up to date we
have been maintaining contacts and in the Netherlands I am happy to
be frequently hosting excursions for teachers and students.

CULTUREEL ERFGOED MAASKANT

International Workshop Kaira Looro 2016

In September 2016 an international workshop was being organized
at the Catania University, aiming to produce designs for local communities in the Tanaf Valley in Senegal. Together with among othersR 2854,7
Studio Libeskind und Kengo Kuma I was tutor of one of 10 interdisciplinary teams. Our team addressed the need for new housing
typologies. Main element of our design was a flexible system of roofs.
Together with a specialist from Eindhoven University we developed
a structure of bamboos which120we
tested with a series of mock-ups.
km/h

Built after a design by the famous Dutch architect Hugh Maaskant in
the 1960’s, the “Rivierstaete” building in Amsterdam was Europe’s
biggest office building of its time. Conceived as part of an urban
transformation that never took place, it ended up as a oversized,
misplaced object in its surroundings. Forty years later the building is
considered to be Europe’s largest vacant office building.
Revitalization of the colossal building was theme of an interdisciplinary
project as a contribution to the “Centre of Expertise” within the
Amsterdam School of the Arts.
The Students were asked to define a new use for the building, based
on extensive programatic research.
Collaborations were organized with the City of Amsterdam,
organizations for cultural heritage along with a number of experts in
various fields. The owners of the building provided the students with
a working space, allowing them to work on site.
In keeping with the dimensions of the building, the final results were
projected on its facade in large size during a public event.

working on different scales

Sensory Architecture

guest teacher at 		
: Catania University, Sicily, Italy
function			
: tutor, lecturer
site			
: Tanaf Valley, Senegal.
in coöperation with
: ir. dr. André Jorissen, Professor
			
Eindhoven University of Technology
			 Bamboo-Specialist

33,33 m/s

R 800

O 5026,5m

guest teacher at 		
teaching context		
			
assignmet		
function			
coördinator		

2005

: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
: interdisciplanary project departments of
architecture / urban design / landscape
320km/h
: research and design 6th semester
: assignment, studio teacher
: Noel van Dooren
O 2199,1m

25 m/s
Theme of the lBA Emscher Park manifestation
(1989-1999) was the
German Ruhrgebiet.
Inspired by the rich industrial culture of the past,
R 350
strategies were developed for a transformation of the region into an
attractive green landscape.
Being the backbone of this interdiscipliO 1193,8m
19,44 m/s
nary coöperation, the A42
was defined as “Park Motorway”.
Assignment for the architecture students was the design of a highway
R 190
service station at the Scherenbachhalde near Bottrop: a strategical
project resulting
in a viewpoint and a unique public space.
R 90
O 565,5m
13,88 m/s

R 1484,1

145 km/h

2017

Monumentale
blokken
guest teacher
at aan
		 de voorzijde
: University of Applied Sciences,
Spel van de massa’s
			
Saarbrücken

assignment		
: lectures, workshops master course
function			
: assignment, studio teacher
in coöperation with
: Hein van Dongen, philosopher
			
		
The experience of architecture, urban space and landscapes is mostly
considered to be merely visual, thus ignoring our other senses. When
170 km/h
we would design for all senses, the resulting architecture would be
much richer and more meaningful.
Looking at references within architecture (David Adjaye, Peter
Zumtor, RCR, etc) but also in art (James Turrell, Anish Kapoor,
Olafur Eliasson etc) this course aims to develop greater awareness
and a set of tools allowing students to stage and intensify sensorial
experiences within the built environment.

Materiaal en kleur
Aansluiting op het maaiveld
Gebrek aan interactie en licht

I strongly feel that good urban- and public space design has never
been more relevant than now. In our built environment we are facing
new, important challenges. Not only in the so-called western world
but maybe even more so in developing countries.
Economical and political changes worldwide along with migration
are creating a strong need for a diverse and inclusive environment
in which everybody can feel safe.
Meanwhile we are clearly reaching the limits of our recourses and
energy. Climate change impacts our built environment in two ways:
on one hand we have a strong responsability to reduce our impact
on carbondioxide emissions, on the other hand we have to make our
cities resilient to the impact of climate change for instance in terms
of water management and heat stress.

URBAN DESIGN | TEACHING

Urban design is of vital importance, both for its influence as a design
but also in providing the conditions for architecture.
La Grande Tristesse - intervening in Charleroi

Re-wetting Peatlands

Guest teacher at		
: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
Assignment		
: Research and design 6th Semester
Role			
: Coördinator, assignment, studio teacher
Year
		
: 2006
In collaboration with
: École de la Cambre, Bruxelles
		
After the collapse of the once flourishing heavy industry and mining
since the 1970s, the Charleroi - Mons region is one of the biggest
problem areas in Europe, with a vacancy rate of 70%.
In cooperation with the L’École de la Cambre in Brussels, we worked
on a joint research and design project on this topic. In our case,
the district of Marchienne-au-Pont was studied. A focus area was
defined with great potential to act as a new impetus for this part of
the city. After thorough analysis, students introduced new functions
themselves and developed future perspectives for the area.

Guest teacher at		
: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
Assignment		
: interdisciplinary project 2th Semester
Role			
: Coördinator, assignment, studio teacher
Year
		
: 2022
In collaboration with
: Province of Noord-Holland
		
This first-year studio has a rather unique position in the Academy
Curruculum in that it combines the disciplines of architecture and
landscape architecture in one intense assignment. Interdisciplinary
as it is, it is attended by all first-year students throughout the academy.
Each year the assignment has a different theme, adressing important
themes in both fields. Beïng fascinated by the challenges of peatlandscapes, I was asked to formulate the theme and set up a
coöporation with stakeholders in the field.

Urban Peninsula
Guest teacher at		
Assignment		
Role			
Year
		

: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
: Research and design 3th Semester
: Assignment, studio teacher
: 2019

The retreat of industrial and harbour activities along the IJ over the
last decades leaves room for urgently needed, high quality, housing development. Within all this, the current site of Albemarle in Amsterdam North, and theme of this assignment, takes a special place.
Home to a chemical plant since the 1930’s, it is a peninsula for two
reasons: it is in part surrounded by water, while on the land site it also
borders the Vliegenbos, a natural city-forest, disconnecting it even
further from the city.
Theme of the assignment is the transformation of the current Albemarle site into a highly sustainable urban mixed use area. For this
assignment we were focussing on just a few clear statements and
conditions, deal with them on a conceptual level, aiming to end up
with a design with a character and quality of its own.
The project adresses important aspects of sustainability in urban
design. Transformation of urban areas like former industrial sites
plays a key role as part of a strategy of densification of existing cities.
It keeps cities compact and denser, obviously more accesable for
urban transport. In doing so transformation can play a role on other
scales such a transformation of buildings and re-use of existing infrastructure.
In their plans for the transformation of the Albemarle site the notion
of sustanability was worked out further by the students by dealing
with all realated aspects such as circular use of materials, water- and
energy management, biodiversity and prevention of heat-stress.

The oxidation of peat due to draining and the resulting subsidence
of the land has grown into a major concern worldwide over recent
years. It has become clear that peatlands are able to store a vast
amount of carbondioxide. The downside is that, once drained,
peat sets free large amounts of CO2, causing a substantial part of
worldwide emissions. In the west of the Netherlands this proves to
be a significant issue. For some parts of the land, continued draining
is no longer feasable and technically impossible. In the Province of
Noord-Holland this problem is very urgent which led to a coöperation
in which the province provided a series of cases to work on.
Each case has it own particular characteristics but they are all part of
landscapes that will be re-wetted in the years to come. To achive that
the province is aquiring strategical plots, mostly farms.
Each group of studens is woking on such a farm. Each farm will be a
testbed and, showcase for the result of the different scenarios of rewetting. A last resort, from which the transformation of its surrounding
dry-, wet- and farmlands can be screened and operated.
Leipzig Lindenau
Guest teacher at		
Assignment		
Role			
Year
		
In Collaboration with

: Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam
: Research and design 6th Semester
: Coördinator, assignment, studio teacher
: 2012
: City of Leipzig, local stakeholders

After reunification, the economy of the former GDR collapsed.
The Leipzig-Halle region, which is primarily characterized by heavy
industry, lost a large part of its population. Even if Leipzig has been
growing again for a few years, the major effects are still noticeable.
In discussions with city planners, scientists and local activists, a
research and design project was defined for Leipzig Lindenau.
The need for a park combined with a community center allowed for
an interesting exploration of issues such as targeted demolition,
restructuring and strategic interventions.

REFERENCES I TEACHING
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At the Academy of Architecture teachers don’t have a fixed contract. Per individual project practicing architects are asked to teach and to formulate their own assignment. Students are free to chose
a specific assignment and therefore free to chose their teacher. This situation creates a lot of freedom but also asks for a great responsibility. A great responsibility with the teacher to write and formulate a good assignment. A great responsibility with the student to choose the project that enables
him to develop as well as possible. The head of the Architecture department assists the teachers
in formulating the assignment, making sure the assignment fits within the curriculum and ambition
of the school, and assist the student in choosing the right assignment, making sure the assignment
fits the individual development of the student.
In my period as head of the Architecture department at the Academy of Architecture in Amsterdam
Mr. René Bouman was part of the core team of teachers. The fact that René was asked to teach
every year says a lot about the appreciation of his work as a teacher. Every project Mr. Bouman
showed the same enthusiasm as if it was his first project teaching. An eagerness to teach, an
eagerness to let students learn. To teach is not a job, its a vocation. For Mr. Bouman teaching is
definitely a vocation.
One project I want to single out to show his dedication to teaching, the project and his students.
His assignment was to transform an existing office building in Amsterdam of which parts had been
vacant since many years. He organised a place for students to work in the building itself, and
thereby not only giving students a working space but also a tool to understand the building from
inside out and giving the students an incentive to collaborate with each other. He had talks with the
municipality, the owner of the building and many other parties involved in order to create a serious
professional interest for the work of the students. The final presentation was a public event whereby
students were given the opportunity to present their project to all the stake holders.
I single out this project because it shows that for Mr. Bouman teaching is more than looking at the
plans and models of the students within the comfort of the rooms of a school or university. For him a
projects starts long before the first class and the impact of the work of the students has the potential
continue after the final presentation.
Sincerely yours,
Jarrik Ouburg, Head department of Architecture 2012-2016, Amsterdam Academy of Architecture.
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Der Mensch im Vordergrund
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Das Care Center im niederländischen Schiedam, einem westlich an Rotterdam anschließenden Städchen, zeigt
nach seinem Umbau nichts mehr von seiner ursprünglichen Tristesse. Dem niederländischen Büro Möhn +
Bouman gelang es bei der Instandsetzung des Zentrums für Menschen mit Behinderungen und
Verhaltensstörungen, einer Abteilung der Ipse de Bruggen Foundation, den Eindruck einer geschlossen und
weltfremd wirkenden Anstalt zu vermeiden.
Das Erscheinungsbild des 1.460 Quadratmeter großen Gebäudes formt sich aus sorgfältig gewählten und
zusammengesetzten Materialien, die sowohl aus Kunststoffen bestehen als auch natürlicher Herkunft sind.
Umgeben von einem ländlich und traditionell anmutenden Kastanienzaun, wurde der Bau an allen Seiten mit
Holzterrassen versehen. Die Fassade im Erdgeschoss ist mit Glasplatten ausgestattet, die an den Eingängen
Kunstdrucke von Carol Fulton tragen: Diese greifen mittels Bildern von Kastanienbaum-Gruppen das ländliche
Thema auf.
Mit dem „Tropfen” – einem unregelmäßig geformten Raum im Gebäudeinneren – schaffen die Architekten Platz
für Küche und sanitäre Einrichtungen. Um den Tropfen herum gruppieren sich die weiträumige Eingangshalle
sowie einzelne Aufenthaltsräume des Centers. Im gesamten Gebäude wurde auf die haptische Wahrnehmung der
Menschen, die hier in ärztlicher Behandlung stehen oder unterschiedliche Therapien durchlaufen, geachtet. Im
Sinne der Ipse de Bruggen Foundation standen der Alltag und damit die Menschen selbst im Vordergrund.
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